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Abstract - This paper presents an interconnected
control-planning strategy for redundant manipulators,
subject to system and environmental constraints. The
method incorporates low-level control characteristics and
high-level planning components into a robust strategy for
manipulators acting in complex environments, subject to
joint limits. This strategy is formulated using an adaptive
control rule, the estimated dynamic model of the robotic
system and the nullspace of the linearized constraints. A
path is generated that takes into account the capabilities
of the platform. The proposed method is computationally
efficient, enabling its implementation on a real multi-body
robotic system. Through experimental results with a 7
degree-of-freedom (DOF) manipulator, we demonstrate
the performance of the method in real-world scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in artificial intelligence (AI) and im-
provements in hardware have led to the development of
sophisticated robotic systems. Industrial robots performing
tasks on factory production lines since the 1970s have
evolved to be extremely dexterous, have increased learning
capabilities and precise movements [1]. The newer types of
robots with humanoid shapes or more practical configura-
tions are mobile and designed to perform tasks in cluttered
and dynamic environments, which demand robust and safe
behavior. Unfortunately due to their complex mechnanical
design, nonlinear characteristics and limited actuation capa-
bilities, the mobile robots have difficulty performing complex
tasks in restrictive environments. Some of these limitations
can lead to issues in the motion planning component of
the robotic system, in some cases preventing the planner to
avoid collisions or to produce efficient plans to enable real-
time performance. In addition to high-level motion planning,
limitations of low-level controllers hinder robot performance,
either producing unsafe motions through their attempt to
achieve the plans handed to them or failing to achieve their
goals while remaining safe. Thus, robust low-level strategies
together with a detailed knowledge of the system can be used
as an initial estimation for obtaining feasible plans for the
desired task.
Mobile robotic systems that act in cluttered spaces have to
not only fulfill a single task, but they also have to compensate
for the restrictions imposed by the environment. As presented
in [2] these constraints can be formulated as a series of
sub-tasks that the robot must fulfill to ensure a robust, safe,
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and accurate action plan. For instance, in a scenario where
robots have to work in close proximity to people in narrow
environments, as depicted in Figure 1, the sub-tasks that
would result in a successful execution are: (i) reaching the
goal (emergency button in this case); (ii) guaranteeing that
the arm does not hurt the people working in its surroundings
or collide with any object; (iii) ensure that the physical
limitations (joint limits) of the robot are not broken. A
successful outcome of this scenario is when all these sub-
tasks are completed without conflicting with one another. It
is essential to highlight that although reaching the goal is
important, this goal has lower priority than safe operation.
This results in creating solutions based on a priority policy
[2]. Each task has a strict priority and it is only achieved
when its execution does not violate a higher priority task.
Fig. 1: Robot working in a cluttered environment in close proximity
to people: the Fetch robot [3] reaching for the emergency button,
ensuring minimum joint movement to not harm humans in a
collaborative environment.
In the context of a complex robotic system acting in
dynamic and cluttered environments, planning strategies that
ensure safe manipulation are essential. With this paper we ad-
dress the problem of manipulation in cluttered environments
by proposing the following contributions: (1) A strategy for
producing a robust initial estimate for trajectory generation
subject to constraints; (2) The addition of inequality con-
straints in a prioritized-optimal control formulation; and (3)
Experimental evaluation of the proposed strategy with the
7 DOF manipulator of a Fetch robot, acting in a restrictive
environment, such as the one seen in Figure 1.
This paper is structured as follows: In Section II, we
provide background on state-of-the-art control and plan-
ning methods for complex systems. Section III presents the
problem using an optimal control formulation. Section IV
presents the proposed algorithm. Section V discusses the
experimental results, and Section VI summarizes the paper.
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2II. BACKGROUND
Optimal control strategies rely on an initial low-level con-
trol structure to obtain feasible high-level solutions [4]. These
methods are advantageous because they take into account
future behavior of the robotic system, but have limitations in
handling multiple tasks that are common for manipulation in
cluttered environments. An alternative approach in handling
multiple tasks for robotic manipulation is prioritized control
[2]. This approach offers a way to compute the control law
based on the importance (i.e., priority) of each task that
the robot has to fulfill. Used for velocity control for a 7
DOF manipulator in [5] the prioritized control method was
extended for dynamic control in [6] and used in a humanoid
simulation environment. Additionally, a computational fast
inverse dynamics priority control technique was proposed in
[7] and its validity was demonstrated by numerical evaluation
on a floating base robotic system. The issue with the classical
priority control formulation for robotic manipulators is their
inability to handle inequality constraints, such as joint limit
constraints. Furthermore, obstacle avoidance problems can be
represented in configuration space as inequality constraints,
priority control methods failing to handle these cases. A well
known approach for handling these inequality constraints is
based on an artificial potential function [8], defined as a
virtual force driving the manipulator away from the obstacle
or the joint limit [9]. Another efficient priority control
method that includes manipulator joint limits and motor
torque inequality constraints was proposed in [10]. In this
case, the authors used slack variables to make the trans-
formation from inequality to equality constraints. Handling
inequality constraints was also proposed in [11] for a 6 DOF
planner manipulator, where the solution to the unbounded
problem was computed and then iteratively restricted within
the boundaries. Quadratic Programming (QP) approaches for
kinematic priority control have been proposed in [12], [13]
for planning local motions for a humanoid robot. For each
task, they create a quadratic program with a weight that
defines its priority. The constraints of the problem were
handled by the numerical solver, although for multiple tasks
the weight adjustment can be challenging. In [14] Sequential
Quadratic Programming (SQP) was defined, which proposed
through system discretization that the optimal control prob-
lem could be formulated into a nonlinear problem having a
direct solution. This method is considered one of the most
attractive strategies to obtain numerical solutions in the case
of nonlinear optimal problems [15], and this formed the foun-
dation of priority optimal control for mobile manipulation.
A strategy for control and planning problems that incorpo-
rates the benefits of both optimal and prioritized control is
the prioritized-optimal architecture [16] where a sequence
of objectives are optimized based on the importance of
the task. The task prioritization for optimal control was
proposed using an initial control strategy and a cascade
of QP problems. The strategy was applied on a simulated
humanoid robot and aims to solve the problem of tuning
the task weights. In an effort to reduce the cubic complexity
of the problem, [17] introduced a hierarchical model into
the dynamic programming, which is capable of handling
task priorities. A prioritized-optimal control with linear time-
complexity in the number of time steps was presented in [18].
The method is based on an iterative linear quadratic regulator
(LQR) algorithm and nullspace projection method to handle
equality constraints. However, the method overlooks the
initial control strategy, a LQR feedback controller, and its
importance in obtaining accurate solutions, it does not handle
inequality constraints and has high computation times, pre-
venting the current prioritized optimal control methods to be
applied on high-dimensional mobile robots in real time. With
this work, we aim to address these limitations and ensure
that the generated path is always feasible from a low-level
control perspective and satisfies all dynamic characteristics
of the robot.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
This paper studies the problem of a multi-dimensional
robotic manipulator performing tasks in restrictive environ-
ments from a control and planning perspective. Let us define
a nonlinear optimal control problem subject to inequality
constraints as:
min
ui
{
φ(xN ) +
N−1∑
i=0
fi(xi, ui, i)
}
(1)
subject to:
xi+1 = g(xi, ui, i), x(0) = x0 (2)
h1(xi, i) ≤ 0 (3)
h2(xi, i) ≤ 0 (4)
where xi ∈ Rn is the state vector consisting of joint
positions, ui ∈ Rm is the control vector consisting of
joint velocities, fi is the non-negative cost function, φ is
the terminal cost function, h1 and h2 are the non-linear
inequality constraints, and x(0) = x0 represent the initial
conditions. For this problem, we propose: (i) a robust esti-
mation method to be used as an initial guess in the optimal
control formulation and (ii) a real-time feedback solution that
incorporates inequality constraints.
IV. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section we present a path generation algorithm for
redundant manipulation systems. A new method for generat-
ing a robust initial path estimation is described in Section IV-
A and in Section IV-B we incorporate this initial estimate
together with inequality constraints into a prioritized-optimal
control strategy.
A. Adaptive path estimation
We propose a strategy for defining a robust initial guess for
optimal control strategies, that can be divided into two stages:
(a) design of a low-level control law and (b) estimation of
the initial path.
3a) Low-level control law: In the first step the low-level
control forces are computed using a strategy that requires
one single parameter to be tuned and ensures robust behavior
in the presence of system uncertainties. The controller has
a feedback structure and has the capability to provide a
reliable transient response. It is characterized by a single
control loop for position control, Equation (5), defined by the
joint error, exi = xgoal − xi. The position goal, xgoal ∈ Rn,
represents the final joints desired configuration. Using an
iterative formulation the feedback control law, with gravity
compensation, is defined as:
τi = γΛ(exi) + η (5)
where γ ∈ Rn is the adaptive gain parameter that describes
the rate of change of the controller, τi ∈ Rn is the control
input for all the joints of the manipulator, at time-step i and Λ
is a nonlinear function dependent on the joint errors defined:
Λ(exi) = e
3
xi + exi
(
exi − exi−1
∆t
)2
+ exi
 i∑
j=0
exj∆t
2
(6)
Similar to a Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controller
Equation (6) aims to eliminate residual error and estimate
the future behaviour of the system. By using a formulation
that is proportional, and of equal sign to the change in
the control error, the proposed method is able to drive the
system to steady-state. Furthermore, it is only dependent on
a single parameter that characterizes the rate of change in
the controller.
b) Path estimation: In this stage we use the low-level
control law defined in the previous step with an estimated
dynamic model to generate the initial path estimation.
xˆ(i+1),des =Axi +Bτi
uˆi,des =Gxi
(7)
where x(i+1),des ∈ Rn represents the initial estimate path,
A ∈ Rn×n, B ∈ Rn×m, G ∈ Rm×n represent the
estimated system, input and output matrices obtained from
the dynamic model of the platform. Due to uncertainties
in the mathematical model of the robot these values are
approximated.
B. Optimal-Adaptive path generation
The estimated path defined in Equation (7) takes into
account the torque limitations but does not incorporate
environmental constraints or the physical limitations of the
system. To address these we use a null-space constrained
optimal formulation, Equation (1), to obtain solutions for a
feasible path. This approach has been used for prioritized-
optimal control previously in [19] and [17] for low-level
control structures. We extend the work presented in [18] by
proposing a solution that handles inequality constraints.
1) Inequality constraints: In this section we introduce the
inequality constraints to the control problem. We use the
artificial potential field approach as an effective real-time
method for incorporating constraints. This approach has been
demonstrated for state and state-input constraints such as
joint limits and obstacle avoidance [20].
State constraints can be expressed as Equation (8), if a
minimum problem is described, or as Equation (9) for a
maximum problem:
h2(xi, i) =
{
η
(
1
ρ
i
− 1ρ
0
)
1
ρ2
i
, if ρ
i
≤ ρ
0
0, if ρ
i
> ρ
0
(8)
h3(xi, i) =
{
−η
(
1
ρ¯i
− 1ρ¯0
)
1
ρ¯2i
, if ρ¯i ≤ ρ¯0
0, if ρ¯i > ρ¯0
(9)
where ρ
0
and ρ¯0 represent the distance limit to the
potential field, ρ
i
= xi−xi is the distance from the minimum
limit, and ρ¯i = x¯i − xi is the distance from the maximum
limit. As presented by Khatib [8] this method of representing
system limitations and obstacle avoidance is an attractive
approach, as it provides the global information necessary for
robot control applications.
2) Optimal framework formulation: Following work done
in [21], [22] and [16], the Newton’s method for nonlinear
minimization is used to reformulate the optimal formulation
presented in Equation (1). A new linear-quadratic constrained
problem that describes the effects of perturbations on the
state variables (joint positions) and input variables (joint
velocities) is defined, allowing an iterative formulation of
the initial optimization problem. The displacement from the
measured state, ∆xi = xi − xˆi,des and from the input state
∆ui = ui − uˆi,des are expressed based on the estimated
desired joint positions and velocities in Equation (7).
Using these displacements, the inequality constraints pre-
sented in Equations (8)-(9), the optimal control problem
expressed by Equations (1)-(4) can now be reformulated
dependent on the state and input deviations as a linear
quadratic control problem:
∆u∗i = min
∆ui
{oN + ∆xTNqN +
1
2
∆xTNQN + ∆xN+
+
N−1∑
i=0
oi + ∆xiqi + ∆u
T
i ri +
1
2
∆xTi Qi∆xi+
+
1
2
∆uTi Ri∆ui + ∆u
T
i Pi∆xi}
(10)
subject to:
∆xi+1 = Ai∆xi +Bi∆ui, x(0) = x0 (11)
Di∆xi = ei (12)
Ci∆xi = di (13)
where o, q, r, Q, R, P are coefficients of the Taylor
expansion of Equation (1) around the estimated states. The
linearized dynamics are presented in Equation (11) and
the inequality constraints are re-defined using the potential
fields in Equations (12) - (13). To handle any possible
discontinuities in the formulation of the constraints we used
the method presented in [23]. The goal is to solve this local-
optimal control law generating a planning policy update,
∆ui(xi), which will be used in the global formulation:
ui(xi) = ui(xi) + ∆ui(xi) (14)
4This planning policy update is responsible in refining the
initial planning strategy defined by Equation (7), taking into
account restrictions caused by the working environment and
generating an optimal trajectory.
Following the work of Giftthaler and Buchli [18], we use
the nullspace projection theory to present a solution for the
optimal formulation in Equation (10), by:
∆ui = ∆u
c
i +N
([
Ei
Mi
])
∆umi (15)
where ∆uci is the constrained control component that ensures
the constraints are always fulfilled, Ei = Di+1Bi and Mi =
Ci+1Bi are the propagation of the input displacements to the
next step of the constraints and N is the projection of the
nullspace of these linearized constraints. ∆umi is the control
component that will ensure a valid solution to the optimal
problem without breaking the constraints.
The constrained control law, ∆uci , is defined to satisfy
the dynamics of the constraints at the next step in time.
To achieve this we propose the use of feedforward-feedback
strategy:
∆uci =
[
Ei
Mi
]† [
ei+1
di+1
]
−
[
Ei
Mi
]† [
Fi
Ni
]
(∆xides + α) (16)
where
[
ETi , M
T
i
]†
is the unweighted Moore-Penrose pseu-
doinverse matrix. Fi = Di+1Bi and Ni = Ci+1Bi are the
propagation of the state displacements to the next step of
the constraints. To compensate for the disturbances in the
actuators and inaccuracies in the robot unmodeled dynamics
(damping and friction), we propose to introduce a feedback
law, α ∈ R6, to make the control scheme robust. The pro-
posed feedback law is of the same type as the one presented
in Section IV-A, in this case being directly dependent of
the difference between the estimated state, xides and the
measured joint positions, xi.
Incorporating Equations (15)-(16) into the optimal formu-
lation expressed by Equation (10), the optimal path that does
not violate the constraints of the problem is defined as the
solution of:
∆um∗i = min
∆umi
{oN + ∆xTNqN +
1
2
∆xTNQN + ∆xN+
+
N−1∑
i=0
o˜i + ∆xiq˜i + ∆u
m
i
T r˜i +
1
2
∆xTi Q˜i∆xi+
+
1
2
∆umi
T R˜i∆u
m
i + ∆u
m
i
T P˜i∆xi}
(17)
subject to
∆xi+1 = A˜i∆xi + B˜i∆u
m
i + k˜i, x(0) = x0 (18)
where
A˜i = Ai +BiΓi
B˜i = BiN (·)
g˜i = BiΘi
o˜i = oi + Θ
T
i ri +
1
2
ΘTi RiΘi
q˜i = qi + Γ
T ri + P
T
i Θi + Γ
T
i RiΘi
r˜ = N (·) (ri +RiΓi)
Q˜i = Qi + Γ
T
i RiΓi + Γ
T
i Pi + P
T
i Γi
R˜i = N (·)RiN (·)
P˜i = N (·) (Pi +RiΓi)
(19)
The solution of this optimal structure is computed using a
Riccati equation formulation [24], producing a feedback law
presented in Equation (20).
∆umi = −
(
R˜i + B˜
T
i Si+1B˜i
)†
{(P˜i + B˜Ti Si+1A˜i)∆xi−
−
[
r˜i + B˜
T
i (si+1 + Si+1ki)
]
}
(20)
where Si+1 ∈ Rn×n and si+1 ∈ Rn are weighting matrices.
The computational cost of the final planning solution,
Equation (21), allows for real-time implementation of this
strategy on high-dimensional robotic systems, ensures the
constraints of the problem are fulfilled and generates plans
that can be fulfilled by the low-level controller.
uˆi = uˆides + ∆u
c
i +N (·)∆umi (21)
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we present the results of the pro-
posed method applied on the 7 DOF manipulator of
the Fetch robot [3], Figure 1. The strategy requires
the manual tuning of 4 parameters for each DOF. A
time horizon of 5 seconds and a discretization step
of 0.001 seconds lead to an average of 6 iterations
until convergence and a CPU time of 0.008 seconds
(Intel(R) Core(TM)i5− 4570S CPU@2.90GHz). We show-
case the behavior of the robot’s manipulator using the
proposed strategy considering both unconstrained and con-
strained environments. The influence of the initial guess is
discussed by analyzing the platform performance when using
(i) the initial adaptive estimation (noted as Adapt); (ii) the
proposed strategy (noted as Optimal-Adapt) and (iii) a veloc-
ity LQR initial estimation with the optimal strategy defined
in Section IV-B (noted as Optimal-LQR). Furthermore, we
evaluate the Optimal-Adapt method in comparison with state-
of-the-art RRT [25] and EST [26] implementations.
A. Unconstrained environment
In the first set of experiments we consider unconstrained
movement for the robotic manipulator. Starting at an initial
position the task objective is to reach a number of goals
defined in world coordinates. In Table I, we present a
comparative evaluation between the Optimal-Adapt proposed
strategy and the previously described baseline methods. We
5(a) X end-effector position (b) Y end-effector position (c) Z end-effector position
Fig. 2: Comparison of end-effector behavior using Optimal-Adaptive method, Optimal-LQR method, Adaptive strategy, RRT and EST
methods to reach a discrete point defined in world coordinates at (0.81,−0.05, 0.8) meters. The RRT and EST methods require more
than 4 seconds to compute a plan but have a very fast execution, while for the Adapt and Optimal-Adapt methods the execution starts
as soon as the first waypoint is generated, leading to a slower but more gradual movement. Using the Optimal-LQR method presents a
higher variation from the set-point, showcasing the limitation of an inaccurate initial guess.
(a) Adaptive joint errors (b) Optimal-Adaptive joint errors
Fig. 3: Joint angle errors for the (a) initial Adaptive strategy and the (b) Optimal-Adaptive method when the end-effector behaviour is
the one presented in Figure 2. The Optimal-Adaptive strategy reduces significantly the time needed for the joints to reach the desired
configuration compared with the initial Adaptive strategy, where also Joint 5 is not able to reach the desired configuration, leading to an
offset from the goal.
(a) Error in X (b) Error in Y (c) Error in Z
Fig. 4: End-effector error for the case when the joint limit presented in Figure 5 is imposed: the Optimal-Adapt (proposed) strategy
reaches the vicinity of the goal fulfilling the constraints while the Optimal-LQR has a higher end-effector error, highlighting the importance
of a reliable initial estimate. The RRT method presents better accuracy compared with any other method, nevertheless the constraints are
broken and the EST breaks the limits and also has a worse end-effector error.
evaluate these algorithms over a set of 30 different goals,
in terms of Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE) for the end-
effector, success rate in finding a solution to reach the goal,
and the mean and standard deviation of the time needed
execute the action. Although the baseline algorithms have
faster mean planning and execution times, this is highly
dependent on the location of the goal. In the experiments we
conducted, the planning times for these strategies fluctuated
between 0.005 seconds up to 20 seconds, while our method
remained between 6 − 8 seconds for both execution and
planning consistently, the fluctuation in time is visible in the
Standard Deviation (STD) values in the table. The benefits
6Fig. 5: Behaviour of Joint 1 for the case when it can move only
between (−0.1, 0.1) radians. The proposed Optimal-Adapt strategy
succeeds in maintaining the joint between the boundaries (in the
shaded area of the graph) as well as the Optimal-LQR method, as
they both rely on the same priority-optimal principle that handles
constraints.
of a robust model-based initial estimation in the proposed
Optimal-Adapt strategy can be seen through the lower RMSE
and lower average time required to reach the goal compared
with when the classical LQR strategy is paired with the
prioritized-method. The proposed method, Optimal-Adapt,
Method RMSE (m) Completion (%) Time (s) STD (s)
Optimal-Adapt 0.109 91 7.226 2.408
Optimal-LQR 0.153 91 11.812 5.065
Adapt 0.156 91 10.250 1.998
EST 0.223 78 5.199 7.271
RRT 0.188 66 6.504 6.197
TABLE I: The average root-mean-square error for the end-effector
position, success rate average total time and time standard deviation
(planning and execution) of reaching the desired goals over a set
of 30 different end-effector goals.
has a higher success rate and lower RMSE error compared
with the EST or RRT algorithms. This can also be seen
from Figure 2 where the end-effector’s position reachs the
goal with higher accuracy. While RRT and EST take the
initial period to plan a path and then rapidly execute it, our
algorithm combines the two components leading to a less
erratic path. We also present a comparison with the initial
adaptive path estimation and in Figure 2 it can be seen that
the overshoot in the initial path is considerably reduced by
the optimal-adaptive strategy. By looking at the joint errors
shown in Figure 3 it can be seen that the initial adaptive
estimation method produces a slower response compared to
the optimal-adaptive strategy, but this comes at the cost of
more oscillatory behaviour for some of the joints.
B. Constrained environment
In this example we illustrate the algorithm’s performance
when inequality constraints are applied to the system. We
consider a scenario where the end-effector must reach a cer-
tain goal, but one of the joints is restricted in its movement.
Considering that Joint 1 can operate only between −0.1 and
0.1 radians, in Figure 5 it can be seen that using both the
optimal-adaptive strategy and the Optimal-LQR method, the
platform is able to fulfill these restrictions, as both methods
use the same the priority-optimization component. The initial
adaptive path estimation is not considering constraints in its
formulation and is not able to reach the goal without breaking
the joint limits. When RRT or EST are considered, there is
a trade-off between enforcing tighter joint limits or reaching
the goal. From the end-effector position errors in Figure 4 it
can be seen that by fulfilling the constraints of the problem
the optimal-adaptive strategy reaches very close proximity
of the goal. The influence of a good initial estimate, using
the Optimal-Adapt approach proposed in this paper, can be
seen when comparing the end-effector position error with
that of the Optimal-LQR strategy. In this case, although the
joint limits are still maintained in the allowed range, the
final location of the end-effector presents a higher offset
from the desired location. The Optimal-Adapt strategy has
better accuracy compared with RRT or EST methods as can
be seen from Figure 6, where the algorithm performance is
evaluated. We used a set of different 30 end-effector goals,
where for each experiment we limited the movement of
one of the joints. The full proposed strategy Optimal-Adapt
has a better success rate generating a viable path in the
presence of enforced joint limitations compared with state-
of-the-art methods. For the paths generated the end-effector
to goal error is considerably lower for the proposed strategy,
although compared with the case when no constraints are
imposed to the system (in Table I) the distance from the goal
has increased. The Optimal-LQR strategy presents similar
results in terms of planning and execution, while having an
average end-effector error of 28.6 centimeters compared with
22.3 centimeters when the proposed Optimal-Adapt strategy
is used.
Fig. 6: RRT, EST, Optimal-Adaptive and Optimal-LQR perfor-
mances in terms of number of plans that fulfilled the constraints
(success rate) and average RMSE for those successful plan. The
Optimal-Adaptive algorithm has higher successful rate and lower
average RMSE over a set of 30 different end-effector goals.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a new planning method subject
to inequality constraints for redundant manipulators. The
strategy uses a robust initial estimation strategy in a priori-
tized optimization framework. The initial path estimation is
based on an adaptive low-level control law and an estimated
dynamic model, providing a feasible path in open environ-
ments. This path is optimized to provide the best available
solution and to take into account constraints providing a real-
time solution to the problem. The strategy is validated with a
77 DOF manipulator and the results are comparable with state-
of-the-art planning methods. The method is advantageous
especially for cases when robotic systems have to work in
cluttered and dynamic environments.
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